by RYAN SIGGERS on 2017-04-08
The team at Import Sports always takes great care of me and my car. These guys
really know what they're doing. They don't take advantage of their customers like
some mechanics. I have never taken my car to their shop and gotten the dreaded call
where they present you with a laundry list of things to fix! Now, of course, I take really
good care of my car so if you don't do the same they may find a laundry list of things
to fix, but you can trust that it really needs to be done. This is the only shop I trust with
my car!

NPS:

by JIM BORCHERT on 2017-03-14
I have always had a great experience at Import Sports.

NPS:

by RILEY PUSATORY on 2017-03-13
Always friendly and professional

NPS:

by LAFONDA MINNER on 2017-03-11
Very helpful and trustworthy and exceptional customer service!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-11
The team at Import sports is always great. They are friendly and finish the job right.

NPS:

by NATHAN SMITH on 2017-03-10
I drive a white wrx, these guys got me in at the end of the day unscheduled for
substantially less than I was quoted elsewhere! Thank God for honest Thursday's :)
I've been here a few times now and will be back!

NPS: N/A

by RENE RAMIREZ on 2017-03-08
Very satisfied with the service and quality of the work performed on my vehicle and
the service was fast, very professional

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-23
Service Didn't Take All Day And The Guys Were Very Nice And Friendly. I Would
DEFINITELY Go Back Here.

NPS:

by DUANE MARSH on 2017-02-22
Staff was courteous, diagnosis was accurate, work was performed in the time frame
estimated, overall visit great.

NPS:

by BRANDON APPELHANS on 2017-02-11

Sam and his staff always do an excellent job. Honest and reliable.

NPS:

by KRISTA TUMBARANTE on 2017-02-11
I got my oil change here . Staff are nice and very helpful. I put a 4 star because I'm a
non smoker and I could smell smoke inside the building, which is understandable if
the door through their garage opens to get in or out there, I'm still coming back.

NPS:

by GABRIELLA KUHNI on 2017-02-07
great customer service, very friendly and helpful, affordable prices, trustworthy

NPS:

by LAKISHA BARNES on 2017-02-03
Very good place to go to honest reliable hard workers recommend to anyone

NPS:

by ELIZABETH VALESQUEZ on 2017-02-02
Always priceless service that you can't get anywhere else!! Thank you for always
providing great customer experience!

NPS:

by LAKISHA BARNES on 2017-02-01
Very helpful and friendly

NPS:

by JIM KEESE on 2017-01-26
Sam was very professional, provided updates on a timely basis and charged a fair
price. The mechanic did a great job on what was suppose to be a simple removal of a
5th wheel hitch but due to old bolts and extended wear, it turned into an extended
effort. The mechanic did a great job removing the bolts under these conditions.

NPS:

by CHERI JONES on 2017-01-17
Quick, honest & polite

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-26
Will never take my car back to them. Sam rushed through my car every time i needed
work. Never told me everything i needed done the first time leading my motor to have
consistent issues and every time I'd bring it back he would tell me i needed a new
part when hes the one that built the motor for me. The fabrication work and
mechanical upgrades were done very sloppy. Never take your car here to have tuned
or built. 20,000 dollars and 2 years later i have found a very knowledgeable fabricator/
mechanic that would have done everything i have paid for at half the price and would
have looked so much cleaner. Bottom line they just want your money and have no
idea what theyre doing.

NPS:

by JIM LEWIS on 2016-12-23
Yellow it's Jim GTI so all you guys are great but you don't see me because I don't
have my car anymore it became too expensive things were just getting out of control

four parts to replace so it's gone so I'll be back I don't know when I'm going to get
when I do I will see you guys then Merry Christmas Happy New Year all that good
stuff Later Gators

NPS:

by LYN BARNES on 2016-12-23
Good guys, Good service. I always feel like it was done right. Always helpful.

NPS:

by CHRISTY CASPER on 2016-12-09
Sam and his crew do a great job at a reasonable price! Highly recommend them!

NPS:

by ANDREW LEE on 2016-12-06
Great job

NPS:

by NICOLE PERRY on 2016-11-21
Thank you to Sam and all of the guy at ISP! A friend of mine uses ISP for his BMW
service needs and recommended that I use them instead of the dealership. Being a
woman I was hesitant, but I trust his judgement and I am so glad that I did. It was a
great experience from beginning to end. I was kept informed during the whole
process and the service and price was unbeatable. Import Sports Performance is now
the only service center I intend to use.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-17
Knowledgeable professional service you and your ride deserve.

NPS:

by SHAFIQUE (JR.) KAKEMBO on 2016-11-12
Great service as usual Sam appreciate you all and your team

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-11-11
Excellent service

NPS:

by AKIM MALIK on 2016-11-09
Very helpful and getting the job done.

NPS:

by SAM ADAMS on 2016-11-05
Great service and convenient scheduling. Quality work!

NPS:

by LANCE AGAWA on 2016-11-05

I've been bringing my cars to get serviced here since they first opened. They've
always been honest about what's wrong with my car and let me know what needed to
be fixed right away and what things I could wait on. They're always professional and
friendly!

NPS:

by JIM KEESE on 2016-11-01
Sam and his team were exceptional, honest and very fair on the pricing for the work
that was completed. If you asked me if I would recommend, the answer would be
YES!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-27
Always very courteous and thorough.

NPS:

by AUNDREY WILKINS on 2016-10-18
Excellent. Gold standard work. On time. Friendly. Helpful.

NPS:

by SUNNY GAROFALL on 2016-10-13
I really love coming here. Prompt and professional, I have been here twice for service
for my Supra Turbo and they are clear about what they found during maintenance,
recommendations are clearly explained and good at translating my requests into
service action items. Only downside is they will not allow you to bring in your own
parts, at least motor oil and filter.

NPS:

by SIMON ZRYD on 2016-10-08
After getting the run-around from another service center, we brought our car into
Import Sports Performance for a second opinion. We could not be happier with the
with the way we were taken care of here. Sam took the time to explain in great detail
the situation and even provided us with a written, detailed, description of the problem
and what might have caused it. I have never experienced that level of care, especially
since I don't "speak car." They have won a fan for life!

NPS:

by KENT SCHMECKPEPER on 2016-10-07
I've been a customer for several years now and am very satisfied with the service!

NPS:

by TIM FITZGERALD on 2016-09-22
Great! Will return with all my vehicles.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-21
They fixed up my Infin and its driving smooth again!

NPS:

by LESILE BURCH on 2016-09-16

Very professional and honest. Import sports repaired my daughters car. They charged
her less than the other place that gave her an estimate. They repaired my car. They
took the time to keep me updated on how things were going, explained what needed
to be done and why.

NPS:

by NANCY AND STEVE PARKER on 2016-09-09
Import Sports Performance always provides reasonable estimates and quality work.
They are pleasant and helpful! I will definitely continue to use them for my automotive
needs. Nancy P.

NPS:

by IAN DUMPERT on 2016-09-07
Did a great job of fixing a minor wiring issue with my headlights. It was a lil expensive,
but all shop rates for electrical wiring are expensive. Overall, they were honest and
fair. I would and will use them again.

NPS:

by ROLANDO GUERRA on 2016-09-01
I bring my for oil change and they said the car is liquid oil from the head gasket and
they change me almost 500 dollar for fixed fixing but never fixed the car still liquing in
6 months I bringing again and I explain the car still liquing and they said is from the oil
pum I not recommend this place because they don't n know how to fix European car

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-27
Best auto repair shop in the area hands down

NPS:

by ERIC KIRKENDALL on 2016-08-27
I took my car in for a brake problem, I got the car back with the same problem after I
was told it was fixed except for rotors and pads, still only have brakes to my front right
and left rear. Very unhappy. I am taking my car back in on Monday August 28th and I
hope that they do not charge me to fix it again. Last chance for your company with my
or anyone I know.

NPS:

by ZABEN ANTON on 2016-08-24
I bought a $700 Hondata flash pro. It shipped from California not Denver and arrived
used and chewed up. It looks like it's been in some ones glove box or junk drawer,
extremely upsetting! (Buyer Beware)

NPS:

by MICHAEL KAUFFMAN on 2016-08-20
Excellent service. Straightforward answers. They have been my shop of choice for
over 5 years. I would recommend Import Sports Performance to everyone

NPS:

by DAN HALL on 2016-08-20
Was here a couple time to have some suspension work and repairs done. Both time
service was great. Sam is friendly, helpful, and talks you through the work being done
on your car; you can tell they take customer service seriously. Time estimates were
spot on and price was reasonable for the work being done. Would definitely
recommend bringing your car here for service, upgrades, or repairs.

NPS:

by CHAD HUBBLE on 2016-08-18
They are fair and great communicators about the issues regarding my vehicle

NPS:

by JUSTIN DESCHENY on 2016-08-18
I have a 2008 Honda civic and you guys did an awesome job on upgrading my VTEC
to supercharger I love it now people are shocked and that's what I wanted so I
wanted to thank Sam he is a awesome guy he kept me in the loop and never left me
in the dark but I plan on getting my 2009 vw lowered with you guys soon. Thanks
again

NPS:

by CHRIS MORRIS on 2016-08-11
Always a pleasure!

NPS:

by SHAFIQUE (JR.) KAKEMBO on 2016-08-03
Great service for a first timer

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-02
I wouldn't take my car anywhere else.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-01
They did exactly what was needed at a fair price

NPS:

by TOM PHOUSONGPHOUAN on 2016-07-28
Great service

NPS:

by ANDREW BURTON on 2016-07-23
The work seems solid. There were mistakes made which required an additional visit,
but they corrected the issue and I'm satisfied with the final product and service. I will
return.

NPS:

by ELIZABETH CASTILLO on 2016-07-23
Always get great service. A phone call before any work is started. Only place I take
my Jaguar.

NPS:

by FERNANDO LLOVET on 2016-07-16
The quality of service was unparalleled here at Import Sports. I received a full step by
step walk-through and update on my vehicle's progress. They worked with me when I
ran into an issue with my credit card company not allowing my cars to run due to
having sent me a new chip card that had never reached my address and had
deactivated my old card. They understood it was not my problem and waived my
storage few for a day while I made it back to pick up the car from Michigan. I couldn't
be more pleased with this shop and I will give them every bit of business I can muster
up.

NPS:

by DAWN HEEREN on 2016-07-16
Honest, came in to get my break pads changed and they told me I didn't need it for
another 10K miles.

NPS:

by TRACI CLOUD on 2016-07-12
Excellent service ! I didn't feel taken advantage of being that I am a woman with little
knowledge about cars and I tend to feel like they are talking over my head but not at
import sports !!! Thank you guys !!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-07-10
Great service and very knowledgeable.

NPS:

by KYLE PFANNENSTIEL on 2016-06-16
Very happy with the work i had done very friendly and will be having more work done
sone.would recommend to any one.

NPS:

by JAMES SCHANEMAN on 2016-06-07

Sam and Steve rock!! They continue to take my mk3 supra to the next level and the
workmanship Steve does is excellent. Anyone wondering if this is the tuner shop for
you, don't even bother looking elsewhere. I've had prior vehicles at other shops and
import sports is by far superior and straight up!!

NPS:

by KYLE PFANNENSTIEL on 2016-05-26
Great guys always friendly and helpful and great prices!!!! Would recommend them to
every one.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-22
Very professional and courteous. I will continue to go here for any problem I can't
tackle.

NPS:

by BRANDON SEJERA on 2016-04-07
I bought a used car, 2010 Acura TSX, and I wanted to take it to a Acura/Honda
specialist. Import Sports Performance went through the car making sure there wasn't
any issues that I had to be worried about. They have great service, really
knowledgeable about Acura and willing to teach the customer about their vehicle. I
will be taking my vehicle back to Import Sports Performance and hope to be a
customer of their for years to come.

NPS:

by GEORGE WALLACE on 2016-03-30
Service was great, done on time, no problems

NPS:

by TYSON THORNE on 2016-03-28
201 wheel horsepower from a naturally aspirated 1.8 liter four cylinder motor? Yep,
they're that good. I couldn't be happier.

NPS:

by BRANDON STOVER on 2016-03-22
Very honest shop and priced very fairly.

NPS:

by STAV MALLOOKIS on 2016-03-19
Great experience. Sam and his team are awesome. My 2004 Audi drives as good as
it did brand new.

NPS:

by JASON BROHM on 2016-03-16
The folks at Import Sports did excellent work and were very accommodating of my
special requests and scheduling. I highly recommend them for both routine service as
well as performance modifications.

NPS:

by VO NGUYEN on 2016-03-13
Man, this place is the place to go if you want an honest mechanic. Sam, Steve, and
Sean will take care of you. I bought a 97 Toyota Supra not too long ago. It needed a
new computer chip and a dyno tune. This place took care of it and it riding smooth.

When I do run into problems, I can call and they will help me right there and then if
they can. If not, just need to drop it off and its taken care of. Highly recommended this
play for anyone who loves their cars.

NPS:

by MATTHEW ORTIZ on 2016-03-03
The service was good and people were very friendly. They did really good work on
my car too and Im very happy with the job they did. What Im not happy about is that I
was quoted $100 and the price of a gasket to bolt on my down pipe. I was charged
$280 when it was time to pick up the car. Almost 3 times the amount I was expected.
If I would have known it would have been that much I could have gone to any of the
other 4 shops that quoted me $75-100 for install. This is the main reason I will not be
returning to this shop.

NPS:

by ROBERT LYLE on 2016-02-26
These guys are great! I wish they were still open on Saturdays, but I understand we
all need some time off during the weekends.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-01-31
Another great service.

NPS:

by TYSON THORNE on 2016-01-27
After recovering my car from a theft, there wasn't much left. My friend and I built a
new motor and I put a lot into new suspension, new exhaust, reupholstering the seats
and more. The car drove okay, but something felt off. I needed another set of eyes,
and there are no eyes I trust more than Import Sports Performance. I've been taking

my car to them for almost 15 years. They found the problem - an unbalanced crank
shaft - and put things back together so that it was better than new. I'm still breaking in
the motor, there's almost 700 miles on it, and I know that its right. Even with all my
experience the words of Dirty Harry are still appropriate, "A man's got to know his
limitations." When you've reached your limit, take your car to Import Sports
Performance.

NPS:

by TYSON THORNE on 2016-01-14
The guys at ISP are true professionals. They handled the mechanical rebuild of my
Honda with aplomb. They rebuilt my motor with high-end after market parts, provided
guidance and help making the right choices for the engine internals, created a custom
exhaust and tuned it all with my Hondata setup. Every step of the way they
communicated what was happening, and there were never any surprises when
paying the bill.

NPS:

by PHYLLIS LIVERMAN on 2015-12-31
Sam and his crew have always been prompt and fair. They take the time to explain
any repairs and advise on anything that looks like a potential repair. I have been
going to them exclusively for about six years. Sam is a man of his word with true
integrity.

NPS:

by JAMES SCHANEMAN on 2015-12-12
Import Sports has been great to work with! This is not my first import car I've had built
by a shop! It's nice dealing with a shop that knows these types of cars in and out and
deals with them daily! I had a full rebuild on a 89 supra! I am more than happy with
the final product and was completed in a good time frame! Import Sports will let you
choose what you want to do but will suggest great combo set-ups for your car to get
the most out of it!! It's nice going to a reputable shop and having confidence in the
final product! I look forward to breaking this bad boy engine rebuild in and getting the
final tune for performance!! One stop shop that can do it all!! Thank you Import
Sports!!

NPS:

by ELROY WILLIAMS on 2015-11-04
Always a pleasure doing business with import sports always 100 percent satisfied
excellent top of the line service 5 stars

NPS:

by LYN BARNES on 2015-11-04
Excellent, Did everything I asked for a reasonable price and in the time frame they
quoted. I'll be back.

NPS:

by KYLE DITTRICH on 2015-11-03
They were able to perform a miracle on my car and upgrade it to stage 3 all in one
day. They're like Santa Claus, only they work 260 days a year instead of just one.

NPS:

by KENT SCHMECKPEPER on 2015-11-03
They do a good job with my 2001 Nissan Pathfinder, explaining the problem & repair.

NPS:

by TIM LUCAS on 2015-10-21
Great service from everyone!

NPS:

by CHRIS MORRIS on 2015-10-16
Awesome! Glad to be back.

NPS:

by RODRIGO MARTINEZ on 2015-09-26
I thought my brakes needed changing but they checked it out and told me they still
had some life left in it. I appreciate their honesty and professionalism. Thanks

NPS:

by BRIANA BAGDASSIAN on 2015-09-13
Phil and Sam are really honest. I've been going here for 4 years and trusted them
since day 1. Always friendly and accommodating!

NPS:

by JONATHAN AND LINA LEE on 2015-08-25
Best experience at a auto mechanic shop!!!!!! Won't go anywhere else for my car
problems and maintenance.

NPS:

by JIM LEWIS on 2015-07-26
What more can I say...Awesome, thanks for all the help, GTIJim.

NPS:

by ELROY WILLIAMS on 2015-07-14
Got my coilovers installed and I'm loving them awesome job once again

NPS:

by JIM LEWIS on 2015-07-11
Fast and curtious most of all knowledgeable... See you soon tues at noon... Thank
you Jim.

NPS:

by JAMES VAUGHN on 2015-06-27
I've been going to this shop for years. These guys are great at what they do. I have
yet to find another shop that can compete with their customer service, high quality
work, and mechanical expertise. These guys deserve more than 5 stars!

NPS:

by ELROY WILLIAMS on 2015-06-21
Awesome experience once again the team at import sports always takes really good
care of my cars thumbs up.

NPS:

by ALBERTO REYES on 2015-06-09
These guys are amazing!!! Phil and Sam are very professional and have made my
dreams come true!

NPS:

by ALBERTO REYES on 2015-06-06
Amazing as always

NPS:

by BRANDT ABBOTT on 2015-06-04
I took my infinity in for an oil change, the guy that helped me out (missed his name)
was super courteous. Service was quick, correct, and a great price. I'll definitely be
back again.

NPS:

by AARON SWILLEY on 2015-05-19
Import Sports Performance has always been an excellent and we'll managed
establishment. For years I have been ordering parts, getting performance parts
installed, and even doing regular maintenance to multiple vehicles. Perfect execution
and outstanding work performed each an every time I go. Sam and Phil are always
great to deal with and very helpful when needed. I Will always call Import Sports
Performance my home for automotive needs and service.

NPS:

by IVRAN EXUM on 2015-05-14
I always feel welcome each visit. These guys are honest and good at doing what they
do

NPS:

by MATTHEW WERTHER on 2015-04-24

work is speedy and great quality and low prices

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-15
Phil & co always take care of their customers.

NPS:

by KHALIL ALTHABHANI on 2015-03-05
They are the best A+++

NPS:

by KATHY REGAN on 2015-02-28
Prompt, well-versed re: what needed to be done with my car. They look ample time to
fully examine the problem and dove deeper into what caused the issue in the first
place. They searched diligently for the parts needed to repair and gave me an honest
appraisal that was so appreciated. When in Denver, will get my inspections,etc. by
them!!

NPS:

by DAN WON TON LEE on 2015-02-08
Top notch service.

NPS:

by JOHANNA NAVARRA on 2015-02-04

Always perfect and pleasant!!

NPS:

by ROBERT LYLE on 2015-01-31
These guys have always been great, honest and do such a good job when repairs are
needed. I'll be going to this location any time I need to assess the condition of my car
or get it repaired Great service and quality care for my vehicle from a great team at
Import Sports!

NPS:

by JOSH KRAFT on 2015-01-28
I've had my fair share of different shops with different cars, and I've never had a
better experience then I have had with Import Sports. They give you real advice,
opinions, and updates. They are prompt and fast! And they really believe in the
customer. I get up to date information on work being done via text, email, or phone
call. They deserve more then 5 stars. I would HIGHLY recommend them to anybody
looking for a place they can rely on to bring your car and professional work! They did
exceptional on my 350Z.

NPS:

by WILLIAM KISER on 2015-01-21
PERFORMANCE SPORTS "bailed me out" 6+ yrs. ago. I criss-crossed posts whle
installing new battery for my wife's Hyundai--electrical system, wiring, etc...FRIED
badly. The repairs were less than $1000, but the quality and timeliness along with
"EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE" was superb. Have since returned for
windscreen blades, oil changes, seremptine belts, etc.---always the same quality
service and they do say NO if they can not fit me in in a timely fashion, within couple
of days. Their hourly rate may be $lightly higher than comparable others in the area,
but I can not say I have ANY CAUSE to doubt or mistrust their recommendations or
service.

NPS:

by SUSAN KELLY on 2015-01-19
I wouldn't go anywhere else! I love Sam and Phil.

NPS:

by MIGUEL RAMIREZ on 2015-01-17
Very professional and honest guys here. Super reliable , knowledgeable and caring!
There are what your car needs to be at its best at all times !!!! Thank you Sam, Thank
You Phil!

NPS:

by KRISTY BAKER on 2014-12-09
Great service! They are very kind and competed the job very well. I have
recommended them to friends of mine.

NPS:

by ELROY WILLIAMS on 2014-11-21
Another awesome experience will be going back soon

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-11
Got me in the next day. Took care of the issue and got my car back to me that same
day. Easy to work with. Thanks!

NPS:

by SAM ADAMS on 2014-11-11
Great quality work at a good price.

NPS:

by PETE NELSON on 2014-11-04
These guys are the BEST. We have 4 cars and I wouldn't take them any where else.
They fix what's wrong and don't try to sell you what you don't need.

NPS:

by BRYCE THOMASON on 2014-11-02
Great customer service and great work always pleased with everything they do for me
and my car!

NPS:

by ELROY WILLIAMS on 2014-10-29
Awesome job on my engine swap awesome service awesome crew I recommend
import sports to everyone with car needs

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-27
Decent work and cost.

NPS:

by GREG SAMPIER on 2014-10-26
An excellent experience. The car was in and out ahead of time. This is, without doubt,
the most honest and fair auto shop I've ever used. Prices are fair; work is above and
beyond expectation. I will not hesitate to recommend them to anyone and will be
taking all my auto work to them.

NPS:

by LINDA IRELAND on 2014-10-22
Had ISP install coil overs on one of my Euro imports. Phil was great to work with and
the turn around time was as promised. It was easy to schedule the appointment. So
glad I found an honest shop and close to home too.

NPS:

by CAMERON SMITH on 2014-10-14
Took 4 months to complete an engine swap on my project vehicle, never kept
communication with me as promised, charged me 14 thousand dollars for motor and
trans I provided and upon receiving my vehicle my brand new floor mats were
covered and stained in oil, my fog lights were disconnected, charged me for parts I
provided. At times they admitted they didn't know what they were doing, my vehicle
was over heating and they said it was the thermostat and for 14 grand they didn't
bother to put in a 30$ thermostat. I ended up finding out it from another source the
wrong clutch fan system was causing the overheating. Aside from all that I confronted
Phil about why it costed so much extra and he yelled at me and denied any
miscommunication or any fault for not informing me of parts over 30$ as promised.
Sam promised several times to make the situation right by taking money off the bill
and fixing the overheating for free. And taking a few hundred off the bill was all he
did.completing the engine swap was about all they did but for 14 grand it was an
extremely lazy job and do not recommend importsports to anybody and feel ripped
off. If I need help with a expensive process on a vehicle I'll go to Mofab next time

NPS:

by MIKE AND KI DESORT on 2014-09-28
Always take great care of us!

NPS:

by JASON SANDERS on 2014-09-22
We Love Import Sports! My husband and I have been taking our cars to them for over
12 years!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-08
Job done quickly and as expected.

NPS:

by JONNY NGUYEN on 2014-09-04
The guys at importsports are always professional and courteous. I've always taken
my cars to them and have had no problems. Thanks a lot guys!! Keep it up!!

NPS:

by DARREN VADEN on 2014-09-02
these group of guys are the best PERIOD!

NPS:

by DARREN VADEN on 2014-08-21
great job and team

NPS:

by PAUL DYKEMA on 2014-08-20
Perfect honest service. I only go here now for everything I need for my car. I only trust
these guys now.

NPS:

by PETE NELSON on 2014-08-13
Phil and everyone at Import Sports DO IT RIGHT.I have 4 cars and wouldn't take
them anywhere else. Honest and straightforward, They don't try to sell you things you
don't need . Always finish when they promise. Hard to find maybe , but well worth the
effort. Pete Nelson

NPS:

by CHRIS ROGERS on 2014-08-09
I was very disappointed to get my car back and find that I still had the same problems
I went in with. They charged over $400 for a dyno tune, but the car still stutters. It
does not feel improved in any way.

NPS:

by KEVIN CRONKRITE on 2014-08-07
Honest, and do I need to say more? An honest mechanic is like an honest politician,
they all say they are, but finding a real one is almost impossible. I brought in a Jag
with brake system problem, and these guys told me up front it could be one of several
things, and that there was no way to know what the problem was because they car
was so old there was no longer any factory support for that vehicle. An easy set up for
a royal screwing, or so I thought. But even with no factory support, and not knowing
the real problem, these guys nailed the problem the first time and didn't charge me an
arm and a leg. The only shop I will use from now on is Import Sports Performance!

NPS:

by DAN HILTON on 2014-06-24
These guys fit me in on a last minute notice and tuned my car with hondata, happy
with the numbers for now. They also fit me in for a alignment just yesterday.

NPS:

by JACK CHUNG on 2014-06-14
The guys at Importsports are great! They are good at their profession and fun to work
with. I will not take my 1997 Supra Turbo to anywhere else. Phil, Steve, Sam and all
they guys treat me like a guest in their home. Thanks guys!

NPS:

by TRENTON EDMOND on 2014-06-12
Great service! Been here twice and am very pleased. Highly recommended if you
want straight answers for your car.

NPS:

by ADRIAN LIVINGSTON on 2014-05-21
Phil was very honest did a great job on my 350 told me about my brake pads and
rotors I will definitely use them in the upcoming months to get brand-new stuff

NPS:

by PAUL DYKEMA on 2014-05-20
Wonderful and Honest!!! These guys are the BEST IN TOWN! I have had my car
there twice for different things for maintenance and installs. There are no other people
I would rather go to. THANK YOU GUY FOR BEING THE BEST!!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-11
I thought this was a great place but when hearing phil talk badly of other customers in
front of customers I will not be going back. For me being in customer service I know
what it's like to build that relationship with a client and hearing them talk badly about
another customer is distributing. Who knows what else they say about their other
customers who have been loyal. Shows the kind of people they are and it's very
unprofessional for a business owner. They will no longer be getting my service. And
for future watch what you say to customers keep the bad talking out of your
"professional" business.

NPS:

by MARK ANVER on 2014-05-06
Phil is always wonderful, providing fast and efficient services. No waiting no haggling.
In and out with great service. Thank you!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-05-04
Destroyed my engine, denied any liability. On my turbo install, they neglected to
secure the hoses connecting to the unbarbed T-fitting, causing the hose to blow off.
The overboost damaged 2 of my 4 cylinders down to 90 compression within 24 hours.
They were at 180 before the install. The engine is now "blown" and must be rebuilt,
which they quoted me at $2500-$4000. They said they've done "many" turbo installs
without securing hoses to unbarbed T-fittings. Unbelievable.

NPS:

by MIN SU PARK on 2014-04-30
Great service.

NPS:

by SUSAN KELLY on 2014-04-25
Fabulous Service! I've been going to Imports Sports Performance for years and
wouldn't think of changing. I trust them totally.

NPS:

by DUXTON MILAM on 2014-04-24
Great group of folks over at import sports performance! Quality work done right. I will
be returning.

NPS:

by DEREK DEVORE on 2014-04-23
As always...excellent service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-21
Job done quickly. Provided advice on parts. Rechecked work. Very satisfied.

NPS:

by ALEX TINGEY on 2014-04-21
Quick service even on a busy day for the shop. Very happy with the service I received
(oil change, alignment, tire rotation). Will be back for future service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-20
I am very impressed with the service and honesty of Sport Performance. I would
definitely take my car to them again. If I had to give any bad marks, it would be that I
had to wait two days for an appointment, but well worth the wait. I can see why they
must be very busy.

NPS:

by PHYLLIS LIVERMAN on 2014-04-16
Awesome -- ordered the part and had it replaced and in great working order in a
matter of moments. Thanks to all !!!

NPS:

by JOE KRIEGER on 2014-04-14
In short, these guys did an amazing job, and were super pleasant to work with! To
elaborate, I have been looking for a good performance shop for years; Import Sports
Performance put a turbo kit on my '95 Civic and had it tuned nicely in less than a
week! They have a well stocked shop; any additional flanges, oil feed lines, etc. that
may be needed, they seem to have on hand. This saved a lot of time. The last turbo
car I had built was in a different shop 3 weeks, mainly waiting on parts to arrive. After
that time, that car still had exhaust leaks AND oil leaks. Like I say, I needed a good
performance shop; Import Sports are my guys, from now on, and I give them the best
recommendation possible! The work they did was fast, very clean and tight. Plus,
they're super nice. I had a great experience, and I really appreciate that. =]

NPS:

by NATAIZA MACIEL on 2014-04-09
Took my car in to get looked for the check engine light the guy there said he would do
it for free but was unable to get a reading so i was told to wait until light comes back
on and then bring it back in so i brought it back once it turned back on and when i
come bacck to pick up the car he chathes me $90. I felt it was pretty unfair. I dont

know if there is some type of law about telling your customers about charges prior to
working on your car but I paid it and will never be going back there and bad karma to
them for dping that.

NPS:

by BRYAN RENO on 2014-04-05
I had the guys at ISP install a KNS cold air induction system on my ride. The
installation was quick, professional and it looks and works awesomely. If you need
any work done, by all means give them a call and set up an appointment.

NPS:

by MEL NAKAMOTO on 2014-04-05
Went in for an alignment and didn't have to wait too long. Great people and great
service.

NPS: N/A

by NANCY KASPRZYK on 2014-04-04
Honest, friendly staff. Very clean area to wait while your vehicle is being serviced.
Explained my needed repair work in layman's terms since I know very little about cars
other than I need them to get me from point A to point B without breaking down. Since
this was my first visit, I did not give them a 5 star because I need more time to
evaluate more service down the road, of which I will have them do the work. Very
impressed on my first visit!

NPS:

by BRYAN RENO on 2014-04-04
Just had the guys install a K and N cold air intake on my ride, did a great job, quick
and awesome. Need something done give them a call and set up an appointment.

NPS:

by BRYCE THOMASON on 2014-03-27
Amazing customer service and knowledgeable on any needs you can think of thanks
Sam and Phil!

NPS:

by ANTHONY NGUYEN on 2014-03-24
You guys are great!

NPS:

by JEROME HENDERSON on 2014-03-19
I asked how much an OIL change would be if I brought oil and filter? I was quoted
$15.00 and was charged $25.00. Import Sports owes me $10.00.Now this kind of
lowers my trust in their quotes in the future!!! How would you feel if someone quoted
you one price then charge another price. Thank You.

NPS: N/A

by BJ KIZER on 2014-03-07
First off a big thank you to Steve and all the importsports crew! I brought my car in for
some tuning (AEM V2) I was having some drivability issues with my current tune, not
only did it leave there driving like a oem computer, it made more power than it did
before! I highly recommend anyone with a performance car with a aftermarket ecm to
bring it down and have steve work his magic! The shop was clean and professional,
the rest of the staff were friendly and easy to work with. I will definitely be a returning
customer.

NPS:

by KIM BRAKEFIELD on 2014-02-20
Great place for women to take their vehicles. I went in for a simple oil change in my
STI and I had a few questions about synthetic vs. standard oil. They not only
answered my questions, but gave me a thorough explanation of why they made their
recommendation. They also offered up additional information, which was refreshing,
because even though it's not the 1950s, most auto shops won't go in-depth with a
woman. I will be returning here for all of my scheduled maintenance.

NPS:

by DEREK DEVORE on 2014-02-19
Had exhaust upgraded 3" aluminum in prep for turbo built....great work, very
reasonable price. These guys are just an insane source of knowledge regarding
performance tuning.

NPS:

by JUAN SANCHEZ on 2014-02-16
Great personnel, friendly, and work was great and quick too.

NPS:

by STEVE ALBI on 2014-01-29
We brought in a 08 Honda CRV for a used car check and transmission fluid flush.
They communicated everything very clearly and the the work was done quickly and
completely. I bring all my vehicles there now!

NPS:

by JAMES FUQUA on 2013-12-11

I had my engine rebuilt, there were some delays and wrong size rings at first but all
was completed. Then I had a problem with my cat and it injured my engine again. But
it was all fixed again with only the charge for a exhaust manifold. I am still in the
break-in period for the newly rebuild engine, but so far it is running better than it has
for a long time. I feel that Phil and the rest of the Import Sports Performance team has
gone above and beyond on my car. Phil has been and continues to be very wonderful
to work with.

NPS:

by STEVE ALBI on 2013-12-04
I had the guys at Import Sports Performance rebuild my 05 RSX-S transmission after
a selector fork broke. They have always been upfront and honest! They were very
fast in diagnosing the problem and providing options for improvements. Once we
decided on what to do, they had the car ready in the time they said and I knew all the
pricing before they did anything. The car shifts better than new now! I won't go to any
other shop.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-12-01
Got my head gasket replaced here, they did a great job. No leaks and its got a lot
more bottom end pull. I will be back for transmission work later!

NPS:

by PHYLLIS LIVERMAN on 2013-11-27
Brought my car in for an oil change and a radiator flush. Turns out that coolant was
leaking & needed a new timing chain. Fortunately, there had been some cancellations
which left them time to make the repairs that same day. Sam, Phil and crew are
amazing. I have never left there with any issues with their work. I have been going to
them for about 5 years and have always been satisfied. Won't be going anywhere
else.

NPS:

by RYAN EWING on 2013-11-19
Finally nice to find a shop that is on time and does it right the first time. My car looks
and drives amazing.

NPS:

by ELI JANSEN on 2013-11-05
Great people, honest, knowledgeable, i don't trust anyone else to work on my car.

NPS:

by ADAM STALBOERGER on 2013-10-31
Had some issues with previous work done. Everybody was more than pleased to help
make everything right to keep me a happy customer.The whole situation was handled
very professionally and all wrongs were righted. I retract my previous review and will
definitely be visiting them again and would refer them to my friends as well which I
already have. Thanks to Sam Phil and everybody down there for helping me out.

NPS:

by ADAM STALBOERGER on 2013-10-25
Normally I get great service however this most recent time in was very bad. They
returned my card one week late/ charged me 3100 dollars for an exhaust that rattles i
still failed emissions and they forgot to tighten then bolts on my hood almost causing
serious damage idk if i will be going back.

NPS:

by BRAD DEWEESE on 2013-08-22
They went out of their way to help me when I needed it the most. Car broke down the
night before I went on vacation and they got it towed for me the next morning and

texted me while I was on vacation with the things that needed to get done. Trust them
hands down. Thanks a lot Sam. Your the best!

NPS:

by DAVID ESTRADA on 2013-08-13
Thanks again for trouble shooting our 91 vette, wife is very happy hows its running!!

NPS:

by SAMUEL NELSON on 2013-07-30
I really like Import Sports. The stupid shop that we were going to take our aging
Corolla to wanted to charge us $90 just to figure out what was wrong with it, and kept
trying to get us to agree to an oil change even though we didn't know if the car was
worth fixing. I had been to Import Sports before for some work on my Mazda RX-8,
and even though they usually deal with sports cars, they took care of my Corolla, too.
Which is good, because it seems like it's so hard to find auto shops you can trust,
these days.

NPS:

by JUSTIN DALRYMPLE on 2013-07-25
After spending time with many other shops in colorado I can now say that Import
Sports is by far the most professional and knowledgable shop around. With a clean
state of the art shop, amazing communication, and top notch work, I have found my
new go to place for my multiple cars.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-07-19
Importsports has been Colorado's best import performance shop for many years. I
cannot say enough goods things about the shop and the crew. If you are looking to
have any performance or fabrication work done this is place to go. Unmatched quality

and customer service. I am in the automotive industry and I recommend this shop
daily. Five stars all the way.

NPS: N/A

by PHYLLIS LIVERMAN on 2013-07-03
I have never been disappointed with the service here. They go above and beyond -the last service performed was not really within their scope but they still
accommodated my request. Thank you!

NPS:

by SHELBIE DICKSON on 2013-06-29
All the guys are great!

NPS: N/A

by CHRIS MORRIS on 2013-06-25
Always great service!

NPS: N/A

by MOSES PINO on 2013-06-19
I am very satisfied with there service I got hondata and a tune on my 2013 si after
intake and full exhaust. This made just a bit more in power but my car runs so much
better no sputter and it pulls faster. When I get the money I will have them build me a
turbo kit I trust they will do it right.

NPS: N/A

by ROD WHETSTONE on 2013-06-10
As usual, I received excellent service, in short order, for a fair price. This time I
brought my Corvette in for a repair the dealer would not do because of some
non-stock items on the car. This was not an issue for Import Sports Performance!

NPS:

by SAMUEL NELSON on 2013-05-25
I have had very good experiences with Import Sports Performance, thus far. The guys
there seem knowledgeable and well-meaning, and I'm really glad that I found them
now that I'm driving a modified RX-8.

NPS:

by MIN SU PARK on 2013-05-05
Oil change was ready in 20 min faster then ordering a pizza.

NPS:

by CHRIS MORRIS on 2013-05-04
Phil, the rotors and pads are Super Speed Scrubers! The A/C is back and like ice.
Once again you guys did great work. See you next time.

NPS:

by JERISSE MIRABAL on 2013-04-25
Importsport real professional this guy got my car fix in no time very nice person I will
come back. I will recommend importsport to any one thanks Sam and phillip

NPS: N/A

by ELIZABETH BAKER on 2013-04-24
I've been going to Import Sports for years and never think twice not to go there. They
are all professional and they know what they are doing. I've never been disappointed
in their service or quality of work. I recommend them to everyone i know.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-04-23
Complete suspension rebuild. My car battery died the morning I was going to bring it
in and they sent me a tow truck for CHEAP so we could get this done. Saved me
100$ just from that. Love this place. Can't go wrong here!

NPS:

by ELIZABETH BAKER on 2013-04-23
Best service I have received in a long time, very courteous. I couldn't have asked for
more on a 60,000 mile service. I will definitely be back for all my car needs! Thank
you to the guys at Importsports Auto Repair Pros!!

NPS:

by DEREK DEVORE on 2013-04-09
Absolutely superb service. Staff is incredibly knowledgeable and doesn't miss a thing!
They rebuilt my entire motor for racing applications and provided a ton of advice as I
was doing most of the work myself. On top of it all...they are honest! I wanted to do
alot more to my engine which would cost a pretty penny more, and they advised
against it due to my application. Saved me thousands. I would recommend this shop
to anyone for preformance work or just regular car maint! A+

NPS:

by KEVIN KNAUS on 2013-03-28

Honest- fast- curtious, this place will always have my business

NPS: N/A

by MARISSA PARK on 2013-03-27
Excellent service from these guys, I would never bring my cars anywhere else.

NPS: N/A

by ED PEREZ on 2013-03-20
awesome service I will bring all my cars there I have four

NPS:

by CHRIS PETTY on 2013-02-07
Fixed everything I needed and then some. Great service like always thanks guys.

NPS:

by ILME LEE on 2013-02-06
Nones better than these guys! Always easy to deal with and I'm picky!

NPS: N/A

by MEL CURKOVIC on 2013-02-05
Excellent as always, my car drives like new.

NPS:

by PHYLLIS LIVERMAN on 2013-01-26
Always the best. Would not even consider going anywhere else. Thanks Sam, Phil
and associates!!

NPS:

by CHRIS PETTY on 2013-01-26
Import Sports is the ONLY place in Colorado I would bring my Honda!!! These guys
do things the right way and don't cut corners. Thanks Sam and Phil.

NPS:

by JONNY NGUYEN on 2013-01-05
I Love going to Import Sports. All the guys there are professional, courtious, and
damn good at what they do. I wouldn't bring my baby (integra(s)) anywhere else.
Thanks a lot guys!!

NPS:

by PETE PETRIDES on 2013-01-04
You guys are awesome! Great work and really fast at getting things done. Very
honest and up front with your clients! Customer care and customer service is what it
all about!! Thanks Sincerely, Pete Petrides

NPS:

by BARBARA CALDERON on 2012-12-13
After trying several other mechanics who could not correctly diagnose my BMW's
issues or tried to sell me on unnecessary repairs, I found this shop. In a matter of

about an hour or less, these guys had fixed an annoying minor issue that no other
mechanic even bothered to check, as well as had the majority of the issues figured
out. I have only had one visit and there is still one issue in diagnosis test mode (that
no one else had bothered to do), but I have every confidence that my car will be
repaired correctly here. These are top level, highly skilled mechanics.

NPS:

by SUSAN KELLY on 2012-11-28
I wouldn't go anywhere else!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-11-24
Very straight forward, very nice people there. They sure know BMW's there, not
charging dealer prices. Never once dissatified!

NPS: N/A

by BEN SABOURIN on 2012-11-20
On time and very good service by people who know cars.

NPS: N/A

by JAMES CHUNG on 2012-11-12
Sam and Phillip were awesome! They answered all my questions and addressed my
concerns. Bring your business to these guys... They know what they're doing and
they will do it a lot cheaper than the dealer will charge...

NPS: N/A

by CHRIS MORRIS on 2012-10-26
These always do a great job and are easy to work with.

NPS: N/A

by JOHANNA NAVARRA on 2012-10-21
My experience at Import Sports has ALWAYS been superior. Phil and Sam could not
be more accomodating. I have full trust in their work and advice. I will also refer
customers to their shop. Thank you!! Johanna Navarra

NPS: N/A

by BEN SABOURIN on 2012-10-19
They have worked with me and been very helpful providing information about my car
and how to tune it!

NPS: N/A

by JONNY NGUYEN on 2012-10-14
The guys at Import Sports are fantastic at what they do. They are friendly n
personable. I never have any problems with them :) Thanks So Much Guys!!

NPS: N/A

by MICHAEL GREEN on 2012-10-05
I was very pleased that you were accommodating and were able to get me in at short
notice during the time requested. I was also pleased with the turnaround time. I am
still a bit disappointed that the clicking of my turn signal is still not yet resolved after
paying a very good chunk of change for an entire wiring harness and labor but hope
to get this resolved down the road. -MG

NPS: N/A

by KAROL CARPENTER on 2012-10-03
These guys have never let me down. I experience them to be honest and fair. I have
recommended family and friends to them.

NPS: N/A

by SAM ADAMS on 2012-08-30
Great as usual. Dropped off, grabbed a bite to eat and was on my way.

NPS: N/A

by PFI RACING PFI on 2012-08-23
they are the best i love sam

NPS: N/A

by DAVID ESTRADA on 2012-07-13
Like always you guys did a terrific job! Thanks for taking care of my car!

NPS: N/A

by PABLO DUME on 2012-06-08
Hi, my name is Pablo. The first time that I went to Import Sport was in 2006 when I
wanted to get into drag racing, I had a little problem with my car and a friend of mine
told me about the place, from that moment to present me and my family have been
taking all the cars to Import Sport. Last year I tried different people that work with race
cars to work in mine and before the track (Bandimere Speedway) closed, I was back
with Sam Park at Import Sport, now I don't have any doubt that this is the best place

to take your car either you have a race or regular car. A little bit about my car...It is a
street/race 97 Honda Civic coupe with a GSR motor totally built with 700+whp which I
drive frequently and it has everything as a regular car...from a nice stereo system to
donut, jack and emergency tools, not like some people that as soon as they hit 700hp
it's a race car and they have to tow it to move it around. (my car is not max out yet,
but it will get max out this year).

NPS: N/A

by JAMES AND ANGELINA DEWOLFE on 2012-04-26
They were friendly and did a good job at a good price.

NPS: N/A

by JASON GLASSBURNER on 2012-04-15
my car needed; a tune, rewelded exhaust flange, fix my turbo timer, flush my fluids,
fix my passenger side window, and replace the ball joints, and fix my passenger lug
stud. originaly estimated to be $600. after fixing my exhaust and ball joints and fluid
flush and before they could tune my civic i had to replace my injectors because import
does not tune on anything other than rc injectors. this costing me an extra $150. as
another issue the couldnt get it on the dyno till the car was properly alighed.
Alighnment adding an additional $100, after everthing i was told friday sam was goin
to be installing the injectors and tuning the car. when once again another issue came
up and that was i had a bad throttle body,i couldnt afford to have any issues so i took
the car that friday home and same day had it towed down to pfi were they had a tech
come out and check my thottle body, it just needed to me adjusted. So my impression
of import is that they really are picky about what parts they will tune. my car was
never tuned after a total of $1100 i expected better, i can say my car rides way better
because of the alighnment, ball joints and, cv axel.i will probly never return to import
and i will spread the word of events that took place hopefully saving other people from
the same mastake i made.

NPS: N/A

by JUSTIN PEARMAN on 2012-04-09
Always do a great job, at a good price. NO other shop has as much knowledge about
imports as these guys do. Import sports is the best

NPS: N/A

by WILLIAM KISER on 2012-02-29
in and out in 1.25 hrs. One day advance appts, so pleased--knew the co$t might be
slightly higher than 'shopping around' but best to get pads/brakes done before
scorring or metal-on-metal damages. Phil always is straight shooter, told me could not
do on previous sat, so slotted me in on Tues. Prompt, efficient service and repairs.
Hey, who is that "customer" that leaves his putter under the TV for other's to practice
with? Give him an 'award', hey? bill kiser

NPS: N/A

by SHANE HOTZE on 2012-02-24
they were very helpful in offering as much info about what i was doing before i had
the work done and letting me check things out before they started. i will be coming
back there fore sure for more work to be done.

NPS: N/A

by PAULA MONAHAN on 2012-02-24
I take my santa fe to Import Sports performance to get some minor repair that the
dealership couldnt fix, they were up front, very honest and fixed it with flying color and
it was the most great experience. Thank you Import Sports Perormance for a job
done well.

NPS: N/A

by ELIJAH WILSON on 2012-02-14
Not much to say they used better parts great work my truck rides like a dream. This
shows it always pays to shop around and read reviews. This is an outstanding group.
Any and all work I need done from here on out will be done there.

NPS: N/A

by MISSION CHURCH DISCIPLE on 2012-01-01
Friendly, Timely and Excellent service!

NPS: N/A

by TYLER MAX on 2011-12-31
great at diagnosing problems and getting them fixed. super great customer service.
will bend over backwards to make sure the car is done right and on time!

NPS: N/A

by WILLIAM KISER on 2011-12-27
Work done in very timely, ON TIME, manner;10/10 Estimate, full, complete (but small
type/print), explained thoroughly; 10/10!! Phil, front guy, personable, made notes, very
good at "active listening" to my woes/explanation; 10/10!! Adjustments made "after" I
came in, and stayed within my "budget", as car was for son in C. Springs, CO. 9/10!
VERY professional foyer, treatment, and since "golfers" are there, felt comfortable,
10/10! HONEST/RELIABLE are top requirements for me and auto service: these guys
have both!!10/10

NPS: N/A

by ANDREW WILEY on 2011-12-22
Fast, effective, and quality service. Will definitely be returning for all my car
maintenance needs.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2011-12-19

I have a 2000 saab 9-3. I was already on the way to this shop to have a shimmy
looked at when my car stopped holding idle. I managed to get it to the shop by
feathering the gas. Turns out my throttle body was crapping out. [keep in mind that
I'm a skeptic and my brother in WA is a mechanic, so I checked prices/diagnoses]
They replaced the throttle body and had my car back to me the next day. I drove it
home and noticed a slight rattle. I took it right back. They had me take it on a test
drive with one of the mechanics and (of course) the rattle is gone. He guessed that
the shimmy was due to a bent axle and I set up another appointment. His guess was
right, but sadly it was the tip of the ice berg. My engine mounts had failed, the engine
had sagged, and under load, I had bent the front axles. Feeling bad for me, they
offered a discount on one of the engine mounts and free labor for its' replacement. I
go out and get in the car and there is that rattle again. With hardly a wait, a mechanic
was out at my car. He quickly found the problem: a hose wasn't clicked into its'
special holder thing. Silly saab and their silly caveats. These guys were courteous,
knew what they were doing, and very quick about getting my car back to me.

NPS: N/A

by PHYLLIS LIVERMAN on 2011-12-10
They are always accomodating and considerate of costs. I have been going to them
for about 3 years now and have been really pleased. I wouldn't go anywhere else.

NPS: N/A

by JANENE KAUFFMAN on 2011-11-05
I will not take my cars anywhere else.

NPS: N/A

by SEUNG GOO YOON on 2011-10-26
I brought my car in for repair and the service was excellent. They told me exactly why
my car had the issue, and fixed the source so it wouldnt happen again. Their quality
of work has gained my trust and they really care about the customer. I definelty will
return.

NPS: N/A

by PHIL PETERSON on 2011-10-21
I been going to Importsports with my Prelude now for a while and everytime everyone
especially Phil and Sam have been awesome to work with and I can't wait to have to
get to work done to my car and start running with them! You got to go here for
services or proformance.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2011-10-19
Import sports built me a performance motor and didnt stand behind the work that they
did 7000.00 bucks pissed down the drain. thanks sam and phil

NPS: N/A

by TYLER ALLEN on 2011-10-10
I have had nothing but good experience with Import Sports, I have an 03 M5 and they
have taken care of me in every way.

NPS: N/A

by JIANEIAO CHEN on 2011-10-06
Phil, Sam et al made "a few minor modifications" (as han solo once said about the
Millenium Falcon) for me to get the car road worthy. Knowlegable, friendly, went a few
extra miles to get the injectors installed (had to remove the supercharger), and they
can handle any area of repair and maintenance. After this latest work and tune the
car runs beautifully.

NPS: N/A

by STEVE AND LYNN CLARK on 2011-09-21

You guys always do great work and I feel confident when I leave that my car is 100%
This web site you have is a nice addition but what I would like to see is the history of
my car. I see what my milage was when I left but what was it on my last visit? What is
the date of my last visit? How many miles until my next scheduled servicing so I can
plan to have the money ready for it at that time? These things will make your site
more personal to me the customer and make me want to check back more often.
When that is happening, I can see your offers for winterization checks on my radiator
or a deal on other work you do. What do you think?

NPS: N/A

by CHASE GIRARD on 2011-09-12
Just brought my 2000 TL in for some minor things like oil change/allignment and was
in and out. Phil and the guys at Import Sports are honest and do quality work. Ive
used them for the past few years and they have never done me wrong. I trust my
beloved Acura to no one else. Highly recommend!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2011-07-19
Very friendly/knowledgable staff, clean/comfortable waiting area and great service.
Also conveniently located near a good car wash place and several fast food
restaurants.

NPS: N/A

by TYLER MAX on 2011-07-16
thanks for your help! very knowledgable. prices are reasonable as well!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2011-07-15

Import Sports helped my get my turbo kit installed - they did an excellent job, and they
also had it done very quickly. They have good prices on parts and service and Sam
and Phil are great guys and easy to deal with.

NPS: N/A

by WILLIAM PINCINCE on 2011-06-05
Very professional staff ! Phil is an excellent customer service advisior and Sam is a
great tuner !! They tuned two of our cars perfectly. Thanks guys

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2011-05-24
Great job you guys! Keep up the good work.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2011-05-10
Very comprehensive and easy to work with. The price was right for a timing belt
replacement. Car was ready when they said it would be. Didnt try to sell me anything I
didnt need. They found my brake problem (Warped Disk) that I was already aware of.
Gave me options on costs to fix the brakes. Car was returned in good clean condition.
This might seem like a performance only shop but it is worth checking for any
maintenance that you need. Highly recommended.

NPS: N/A

by JERRY BYERS on 2011-04-27
SAM ,PHIL, AND KEVIN ARE ALWAYS GREAT !!!!!!! One heck of a job on the clutch
on my wifes 2001 forester.. Will be back!!!!

NPS: N/A

by CARLOS FORCADILLA on 2011-03-31
I had my window weather stripping runners replaced. I have saved a lot of money
getting my vehicle serviced for everything at Importsports Performance. The same
quality work you will find at the Auto Dealer and I believe that their knowledge and
experience may be better. It is also half the cost of the dealer and you get a
professional service when getting work done. I have made Importsports Performance
my one stop shop for everything.

NPS: N/A

by ROY AND VICKIE LAMPINEN on 2011-03-24
Fantastic! Honest, the best car service I have ever had! Great Guys you can trust

NPS: N/A

by ED PEREZ on 2011-03-21
ITS THE BEST IN COLORADO THEY REALLY KNOW THERE STUFF

NPS: N/A

by DAVID CLARKE on 2011-03-09
All around a great place to to take your car!

NPS: N/A

by CARLOS FORCADILLA on 2011-03-07

I dropped off my vehicle and got my car back upon time I was told service job would
be completed. All repairs were done on time and other request for additional services
were completed when requested. I will bring my vehicle back for future services when
needed. Very professional and good quality job on repairs.

NPS: N/A

by JAMES AND ANGELINA DEWOLFE on 2011-03-05
Clutch was repaired fast at a fair price. Works great.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2011-02-15
These guys in my opinion r the best in the business,they r always helpful with any
questions concerns or opinions that I might have.I feel they did an amazing job on
helping me build one of that MOST WANTED CIVICS on the streets!

NPS: N/A

by STEVE AND LYNN CLARK on 2011-02-01
The only shop my wife and I want to take our cars too. An honest automotive shop!

NPS: N/A

by CARLOS FORCADILLA on 2011-01-26
I was able to make an appointment early and dropped off my vehicle and had it done
the same day. I had my vehicle inspected and done some maintenance that was
needed. Everything went good and got my vehicle on a timely matter.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2011-01-22
friendly service, everyone is knowledgeable. My favorite local tuner shop.

NPS: N/A

by ROY AND VICKIE LAMPINEN on 2011-01-18
Ever since finding this shop I have had the best service I could remember in years. I
am comfortable with their assessments, prices, etc. They are caring and professional
in every way. If you don't need something, you won't get it which is pleasantly unusal.
You can't go wrong with them! Roy

NPS: N/A

by KYLE DRUMM on 2011-01-12
The guys here at Import Sports are great at what they do, from diagnosis to repairs.I
bring both of my cars in for any kind of service that they need. It always gets done
right and at an affordable price.

NPS: N/A

by ISSAC HERNANDEZ on 2010-12-17
i had a good experience at imports it took a little long to actually get the part in but
was worth it so far thanks guys

NPS: N/A

by RYAN GRAHAM on 2010-11-19
In these tough economic times, great service with outstanding value is hard to find.
Rest assured these places still exist and Import Sports is one of them. I've always
taken my car to get serviced at a long time family mechanic, but unfortnatley for me,
he retired this year. One of my buddies recommended Import Sports and to be honest

I was a little weary considering I've used the same mechainc through the years.
When I first called, the salesman was very professional and patient with me and
explained the services they provided as well as costs. This impressed me so I
scheduled an appointment for an oil change and tune up. I was to bring the car in at 9
A.M and it was scheduled to be picked up at the end of the day. To my surprise the
car was finished at noon. When I picked up my car, it had been washed and the
interior vacuumed (my old mechanic never provided that service)! Service was
prompt, friendly, and professional. I appreciate my buddies recommendation and feel
fortunate that I've found a great shop.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2010-10-16
Great group of guys there at Import Sports Performance - they listened to me
carefully and completed exactly what I was after.

NPS: N/A

by ROD WHETSTONE on 2010-10-13
I found IPS competent and eager to please. It was a very positive experience, with
the only down side being the initial estimate was inaccurate, and later had to be
modified for necessary items. I was very happy with IPS's warranty support; a few
items needed attention after I got the car home. They handled everything promptly
with minimum inconvenience and at no cost.

NPS: N/A

by PHYLLIS LIVERMAN on 2010-09-26
Sam & Phil always offer outstanding service. They are efficient and honest. I am so
glad to have found a shop that does excellent work and that I can trust. Thank you!

NPS: N/A

by MICHAEL GREEN on 2010-09-14

Friendly service but not able to take care of everything upon delivery of vehicle. I also
noticed a 5" and a smaller scratch just below on my rear/right bumper that were not
there when I dropped off my vehicle. Maybe this occurred when cars were pulled into
the garage at night. I mentioned the scratch but it was shrugged off stating the car
was pulled in at night.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2010-08-30
Thanks Import Sports! They put up with alot of hard, confusing, and frustrating work
with my car, but in the end they gave me the most "bang for my buck" and got my car
running great! They were all very polite and patient the entire time! Thanks!

NPS: N/A

by ANDREW WILEY on 2010-08-23
I've taken all three of my cars here religiously and have had excellent service and
quality performance. Look forward to returning many times with all my business.

NPS: N/A

by EUN JU (FAT ASS BITCH) PARK (LYING CUNT) on 2010-07-04
My car was fixed at the promised time and they simply got the job done. I felt they
were honest and very helpful!

NPS: N/A

by KYLE DRUMM on 2010-07-04
checked this shop out after getting fed up with high costs from the local dealership.
Import Sports offers extremely affordable labor as well as expert advice from skilled
mechanics who really know their stuff.

NPS: N/A

by JAMES AND ANGELINA DEWOLFE on 2010-06-28
Our car is running better than ever.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2010-06-24
Correct diagnosis and replacement of failing part. Service and communication is
excellent

NPS: N/A

by JAKE HOFFMANN on 2010-06-16
I have always gone to import sports for basically everything I am not able to do, now
that I am stationed at Fort Riley, I cant go there as much as i would like, but everytime
i do get there, i always enjoy my expierience, its fast, and excellent work is done to
my car, they are the only place i go to

NPS: N/A

by MARIO MEJIA on 2010-06-15
Import Sports guys are a great team. They have handled everything from Engine
transplats to simple oil changes for 3 of my cars, always quality work and their front
desk staff is very friendly. Keep up the good work!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2010-05-02
I benefited from the fact that they didn?t waste my time. Not only was I in and out of
the place but the staff was very helpful and knowledgeable about the service.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2010-04-30
After shopping around for maintenance on my car, I found the best price and an
actually honest estimate. As a woman I felt many shops were patronizing and some
were suggesting I do thousands of dollars of maintenance on a fairly new vehicle. The
service at import sports performance was exceptional and I would definitely return
there in the future!

NPS: N/A

by RYAN VANEGAS on 2010-04-27
this place is the best in auto performance around.

NPS: N/A

by ROY MAYTA on 2010-04-24
This company is above and beyond any shop i have been to before. They are very
knowledgable about vehicles and friendly enough to take the time to explain options
for my vehicle. I have limited availability to be without my car. They were able to
accomadate me in my special needs. I wouldnt take my car anywhere else!

NPS: N/A

by JANENE KAUFFMAN on 2010-04-23
These guys know what they are doing! My car was repaired quickly and economically.
Dan and Phil kept me informed about ordered parts and the repairs. Wish I had found
this place sooner!

NPS: N/A

